
DOES LISTENING TO MUSIC HELP WRITING PAPERS

Research shows that listening to music while you write can help or we try to do several things at once, like write a paper
and listen to a song.

As individuals, we have developed over time the sense. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that promotes feelings
of happiness and excitement. When listening to music one may notice how that person may tap their foot or
drum their fingers, even though they appear to be focused on the task in front of them. The question however
is which music to listen to. So is it really true that listening to music helps students study better? Music is not
only beneficial for students but can help with emotional issues as well. They found zero evidence that IQ
levels can actually increase when listening to classical music. Basically, you are multi-tasking, which
according to research , actually can decrease your IQ by ten points. Source: Shutterstock According to a study
done at the University of Phoenix, as well as various other studies, listening to music with lyrics is quite
distracting while you read, study, and write. Therefore, it may be easier for some people finding the music
they want to listen to than others. This present study examines the differences in music listening habits while
studying of students with low and high GPAs. Firstly, college students were only tested on spatial intelligence,
which required them to do tasks such as folding a paper or maze-solving, which is just one type of
intelligence. Therefore, students who prefer studying in a quiet environment benefit more when it comes to
recalling information later on a test. In this paper, we perform a critical analysis of Hans Zimmers
"Interstellar" soundtrack. Therefore, it has not been proven that listening to classical music, or any music for
that matter, actually makes a person smarter or more intelligent. The Mozart effect was later found to be
misleading, and some now call it the Mozart myth. It would be efficient, helpful, and easy, if music was
available online for free. Like many learning processes, it really depends on the individual and what works for
you. Theories indicate that by being in a positive mood, memory formation works better. The report also
describes about the effects of music on memory and studying. This makes them less efficient on the tasks.


